
THE BICESTER SCHOOL 
YEAR 11 INTO YEAR 12 SUMMER TRANSITION CHALLENGE 2016 

 
Subject: Qualification/Level: Examination Board 
History A-Level AQA 

 Linear  A level (new from 2015)  
- In a linear A level, any AS examination at the end of Year 12 will not count towards the A level.   

We expect students to complete a transition piece of work for each subject between the end of Key Stage 4 and 
the start of Key Stage 5. This is assessed and feedback given to students when they start the courses in 
September. The following challenge(s) are to be completed over the summer break and brought to your first 
lesson.  
 
The Summer Transition ‘CHALLENGE’ 
Task 1 : Tudor History 

Watch the following documentary, ‘Henry VII: The Winter King’.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5FsriGn300 

Then write a 500 words review of the documentary.  

What happened? What legacy did Henry VII leave? What did you think of the presenter Thomas Penn?  

As a guide- Here is a review the Telegraph gave of the episode. 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/tvandradio/10089931/Henry-VII-Winter-King-BBC-Two-review.html  

Task 2: Tudor History 

Research the following individuals:  

* Elizabeth of York  

* Thomas Wolsey  

* Thomas More  

Write mini biographies for them. This should involve their dates, key events and character traits. If you can 
include some paintings. 

Task 1: American History, 1945-80 

Watch the following documentary, ‘The Century: America’s Time, 1946-52: Best Years 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VdXTw4q6y8 

Write a 500 words review of the programme. 

What impression of America do you get from the film? What issues, both at home and abroad, concerned 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5FsriGn300
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VdXTw4q6y8


America? 

Task 2:American History, 1945-80 

Research the following individuals:  

* Harry Truman 

* Dwight D Eisenhower 

* John F Kennedy  

Write mini biographies for them. This should involve their dates, key events and character traits. If you can, 
include photographs of the Presidents. 

 
How the work produced will fit into subsequent work and the specification as a whole. 
During your course you are graded on 3 assessment objectives to pass you need to show ability to meet all of 
these. 
AO1: Demonstrate, organise and communicate knowledge and understanding to analyse and 
evaluate the key features related to the periods studied, making substantiated judgements 
and exploring concepts, as relevant, of cause, consequence, change, continuity, similarity, 
difference and significance. 
AO2: Analyse and evaluate appropriate source material, primary and/or contemporary to the 
period, within its historical context. 
AO3: Analyse and evaluate, in relation to the historical context, different ways in which aspects of 
the past have been interpreted. 
 
Length of time expected to complete the challenge:-  
4-6 hours in addition to reading 
How the work will be assessed and marked:-  

1. In written and verbal work started as soon as college begins 
2. Peer and teacher-marked using Assessment Objectives. 
3. Verbal discussion  

 
 
Resources to be used for this work. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5FsriGn300  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/tvandradio/10089931/Henry-VII-Winter-King-BBC-Two-review.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VdXTw4q6y8 

 
Who to contact if you should require further assistance with the work before the end of term? 
Ms Riches (jordanna.riches@thebicesterschool.org.uk) 
What equipment will be needed for the subject? 
2 lever arch files and dividers for organisation of work; highlighters and coloured pens for annotations; lined paper. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5FsriGn300
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/tvandradio/10089931/Henry-VII-Winter-King-BBC-Two-review.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VdXTw4q6y8
mailto:jordanna.riches@thebicesterschool.org.uk


To understand more about this subject at a high level:- 
You could read some historical fiction to help you get a sense of the time periods being studied 
 

• ‘Invisible man’ – Ralph Ellison 
• ‘The Crucible’- Arthur Miller 
• ‘Death of a Salesman’- Arthur Miller 
• ‘The Help’ – Kathryn Stockett 
• ‘The Outsiders’ – S E Hinton 
• The Shardlake Series- C J Sansom 

 
Visits/ Galleries/ Museums/ Places to see relevant to the course 

• Hampton Court Palace- London  
• The Museum of London  
• The Mary Rose- Portsmouth  
• The American Museum in Britain- Bath 

 

 
Textbooks for History A Level – It would help your studies if you had your own copy of the following 
books: 
 
‘The Tudors: England 1485-1603’, Ferriby, Anderson, Imperato, Hodder Education ISBN 9781471837586 
 
‘The American Dream: Reality & Illusion, 1945-80’, Sanders, Hodder education ISBN 9781471838910 
 
  


